Jack is a boy who loves to make robots. Jack is from Australia. He saw a robot for the first time and it was his dad’s robot. Jack wanted to continue his dad’s job.

One day he went to buy some materials from the hardware store. They were really expensive but he could still afford the metal. Jack went home to get started on the first part of the robot. It was really hard so Jack wanted to see if Harry would like to come over and help him start the first part of the robot.

The first part of the robot was the head. It was really hard Harry was giving all the metals to the head. It was really delicate so I had to be very gentle.

Jack gave some money to Harry to go and buy more metal from the hardware store to make the body. Harry then made the start of the body. Then somehow he ran away and Jack came back from getting a drink of water because he was thirsty.

When Jack came back from getting a drink the half robot was gone. Jack did not know where the robot had gone but the head of the robot was still there. Jack was wondering what was going on so he went to the hardware store to find Harry.

Jack and Harry had to find out where the robot had gone so they went to the shops to see if he was there but the robot was not there. Jack and Harry could not find him.

In the afternoon Harry found the robot in a park and finished making the robot at home. Harry and Jack were feeling really sad that they had lost the robot but the robot had only wanted a family.